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MAGIX SOUND FORGE Pro 18

MAGIX Software announces the release of SOUND FORGE Pro 18, the latest iteration

of its iconic audio editing software. With nearly three decades of innovation behind

it, SOUND FORGE Pro remains the go-to choice for audio engineers, content creators

and producers worldwide. The software is widely used for recording, in-depth

waveform editing, audio restauration and mastering. In its latest version, SOUND

FORGE Pro 18 introduces a host of innovative immersive features and high-quality

effects, powered by advanced DSP algorithms. In its latest version, SOUND FORGE

Pro 18 introduces a host of innovative immersive features and high-quality effects,

powered by advanced DSP algorithms.

Experience the next dimension of reverb effects with 3D Reverb FX, offering

unparalleled sonic depth and limitless creativity. This immersive audio plug-in
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allows users to create virtual rooms based on the spatial arrangement of their

tracks. Elevate your sound from stereo to 10 channels and explore endless

possibilities for sound design. Experience a revolutionary workflow with the brand-

new AI-powered Text-to-Speech feature. Instantly transform text into high-quality

voiceovers and precise subtitles in up to 100 languages. Whether you're a content

creator, podcaster, or voiceover artist, this feature streamlines the creative process

like never before.

Unlock a world of creative potential with Storyblocks, seamlessly integrated into the

MAGIX Hub, MAGIX' own service for creative stock content. SOUND FORGE Pro 18

comes with access to an extensive library of professional, royalty-free assets

including visuals and immersive soundscapes directly within the software,

empowering users to unleash their creativity without limitations. Since its inception

in the 1990s, SOUND FORGE has set the bar for audio excellence in music

production, broadcasting, podcasting, and streaming to international standards.

With SOUND FORGE Pro 18, MAGIX continues to lead the industry, empowering

creators to achieve their artistic vision with precision and ease.

In addition to SOUND FORGE Pro 18, MAGIX introduces SOUND FORGE Pro 18 Suite,

the complete package for recording, editing, and processing audio files. Featuring

high-quality plugins from MAGIX and renowned partners, including iZotope Ozone

11 Elements & RX 10 Elements and Celemony Melodyne essential 5, the Suite sets

new standards in the audio editing world.

Highlights of SOUND FORGE Pro 18:

NEW! Text-To-Speech

NEW! Storyblocks Content

NEW! 3D Reverb (exclusive to the suite)

Mastering and restoration with iZotope Ozone 11 Elements & RX 10

Elements

VST engine & ARA2 support

dynamicEQ with oversampling (exclusive to the suite)

32-channel audio recording, editing and processing

Recordings with up to 64-bit/768 kHz

Countless audio effects and plug-ins for sound design, mixing & mastering

Celemony Melodyne essential 5 (exclusive to the suite)

Optimised onboarding

www.magix.com
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